French Whole School Breadth Overview
Knowledge Map

Unit 1

Unit 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

French Greetings

Portraits

Monster Pets

Learning how to introduce
yourself and express feelings

inspired by works from the
Louvre, expand your descriptive
vocabulary

Design and describe your own
french monster pet, developing
sentence structure

Adjectives of colour, size and
shape

Clothes

Space Explorers

Learn and describe clothing
using different forms of indefinite
articles and possessive adjectives

Develop scientific vocabulary,
extend your sentences and use
comparisons in French

Numbers, calendars and
Birthdays

Shopping

Cultural links to french artist
Matisse, learn about colour, size
and shape

Playground Games
Unit 3

Unit 4

Count, recognise numbers to 12,
ask how old someone is and look
at sentence structure

In the Classroom

Weather

Learn commands and objects in
the classroom and present a
spoken text

Describe the weather and
compare to weather in French
cities, including compass points

Transport
Unit 5

Unit 6

Learn the days of the weeks
through songs, surveys and
research

Develop confidence in daily
French vocabulary

Year 6
French Sport and the Olympics
Develop cultural knowledge of ‘la
petanque’ and the olympics.
Learning to conjugate the verb
‘aller’

French Football Champions
Develop speaking and listening
skills and learn skills to help with
advanced French learning at
Secondary.

Life at Home
Use prepositions to describe a
house and the people who live
there.

French speaking World
Learn to follow directions and
use comparative language
exploring french speaking
countries

Identify sounds and work on
perfect pronunciation through
transport.

French Cuisine

A week in the life

Interpret french menus and role
play paying for items in a cafe

Learn the verbs 'avoir’ and 'être'
and recognise irregular verbs

Circle of Life

Eurovision!

Meet the Family

Exploring habitats, food chains
and life cycles in French.
Perfecting pronounciation

Write your own song in French
and learn different ways of
asking questions.

Use the correct form of ‘mon’ ‘ma’
and ‘mes’ before preparing a
short written presentation

Planning a holiday in France
Learn to use a combination of
present and near future tenses.
Research and plan a future visit
to France or a French speaking
country.

A visit to a town in France
Learn directional and transport
vocabulary. Developing
confidence in speaking and
listening

